Ind‐IB
A Program of Coursework in International Business
Theory and Methods to Assist with Publication
Module 1 Indian Institute of Foreign Trade(IIFT), Kolkata,
21‐22nd Dec 2017
Application deadline: 9th October 2017
The AIB‐India Chapter is delighted to announce the second offering of Ind‐IB! This program provides doctoral
students and faculty the opportunity to gain in‐depth understanding of key International Business (IB)
theories and frameworks, create strong research linkages with IB scholars across India and internationally,
and develop IB research agendas with the ongoing mentorship of senior academics experienced in publishing
in international journals.Ind‐IB is appropriate for IB scholars, as well as those from other fields who are
interested in undertaking IB research and would like to gain more exposure to the field.
Ind‐IB modules will be delivered by specialist faculty from India and overseas. The lead faculty for the Ind‐IB
program are Professors SumitKundu (Florida International University, USA – former AIB Vice President)
Ram Mudambi (Temple University, USA – AIB Fellow and former AIB Vice President), S. Raghunath (IIM
Bangalore – AIB‐India Chapter Chair), and Elizabeth Rose (University of Otago, New Zealand – AIB Fellow
and former AIB Vice President). Additional faculty will be involved in lecturing and mentoring.
The 2017‐18 offering of Ind‐IB will consist of three, two‐day, intensive modules, each adjacent to a
scheduled AIB‐India Chapter event.The modules are scheduled for December 2017, April 2018, and
December 2018.
Participants are expected to attend all three of the modules – Ind‐IB is designed to be a program, rather
than a series of stand‐alone courses. Each module will have assignedpre‐reading, which participants are
expected to have completed in advance of the opening session. There will be no registration fee associated
with the Ind‐IB modules, but participants are responsible for their own travel and accommodation
expenses.
Ind‐IB offers the opportunity to develop deeper insights into the field of International Business and generate
thesis proposals/papers, while creating collegial networks within the IB community that offer strong
potential for new and productive research collaborations. And, yes, there will also be fun and friendship!
The first module will take place on 21st and 22nd December 2017 at the Indian Institute of Foreign Trade in
Kolkata. The focus of the module will be “Internationalization of Large and Small Firms”, and the module will
include an extensive introduction to key theoretical perspectives pertaining to internationalization,
presented by Professor SumitKundu. The Ind‐IB module will be followed by a paper development
workshop (PDW), at IIFT Kolkata, on 23rd December 2017.The hope is that Ind‐IB participants will also
submit their work to the PDW.

Dates and topics for the April 2018 and December 2018 modules will be announced. (One of these modules
will focus primarily on research methods.) Ind‐IB will be held immediately before or after the AIB‐India
Chapter conference in April 2018 and the AIB‐India PDW in December 2018.
Enrolment in Ind‐IB will be restricted to 40 participants. Applications should include the attached form and a
one‐page research summary/statement of purpose, and be submitted to the AIB‐India Secretariat
(aibindia@iimb.ernet.in) by 9thOctober 2017. In the case of oversubscription, priority will be given to
doctoral students and junior faculty.

Application for Ind‐IB 2017‐18
Please complete fully and send, with a one‐page research summary/statement of intent, to the AIB‐
India Secretariat (aibindia@iimb.ernet.in),by 9th October 2017.
Name: __________________________________________________________________________________
E‐mail: _____________________________________
Phone: _____________________________________
Current status (please tick as appropriate, and provide requested information):
___

Doctoral student
Thesis topic: _______________________________________________________________________
Expected (or actual) submission: ________________________________
Institution: ________________________________________________________________________

___

Faculty member
Year and institution of your FPM/Doctorate: _____________________________________________
Current institution and position: _______________________________________________________

___

Other (please specify, including information about FPM/Doctorate, as above): __________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Please attach a short (maximum of one page) summary of your research interests (ongoing and in the short‐
and medium term) and a statement of intent that conveys your interest in Ind‐IB and what you hope to gain
from participating in the program. Sign, and submit this application form and the research
summary/statement of intent to the AIB‐India Secretariat (aibindia@iimb.ernet.in) by 9th October 2017.
I hereby apply for the Ind‐IB 2017‐18program, with the recognition that I am expected to attend and
participate in all three modules (December 2017, April 2018, and December 2018) and to prepare fully for
each module.
Signature: ________________________________________________________________________________

